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Abstract—We propose an extension of van Lamsweerde’s
goal-oriented requirements engineering to the domain of pro-
grammable DNA nanotechnology. This is a domain in which
individual devices (agents) are at most a few dozen nanometers
in diameter. These devices are programmed to assemble them-
selves from molecular components and perform their assigned
tasks. The devices carry out their tasks in the probabilistic
world of chemical kinetics, so they are individually error-prone.
However, the number of devices deployed is roughly on the
order of a nanomole (a 6 followed by fourteen 0s), and some
goals are achieved when enough of these agents achieve their
assigned subgoals. We show that it is useful in this setting to
augment the AND/OR goal diagrams to allow goal refinements
that are mediated by threshold functions, rather than ANDs or
ORs. We illustrate this method by engineering requirements
for a system of molecular detectors (DNA origami “pliers”
that capture target molecules) invented by Kuzuya, Sakai,
Yamazaki, Xu, and Komiyama (2011). We model this system
in the Prism probabilistic symbolic model checker, and we
use Prism to verify that requirements are satisfied, provided
that the ratio of target molecules to detectors is neither too
high nor too low. This gives prima facie evidence that software
engineering methods can be used to make DNA nanotechnology
more productive, predictable and safe.
Keywords-Requirements engineering; validation and verifi-
cation; safety; DNA nanotechnology; molecular programming
I. INTRODUCTION
Nanotechnology–the control of matter at the nanoscale–
promises transformative benefits for medicine, information
technology, energy production, and other enterprises of
twenty-first century society. The realization of these benefits
depends on scaling up the precise nanoscale control of
matter. A promising method for such large-scale control is
nanoscale self-assembly, the engineering and programming
of useful nanomachines that autonomously assemble them-
selves from molecular components.
The prospect of the programmable self-assembly of
nanomachines was enabled by pioneering work of Seeman
[1], Winfree [2], and Rothemund [3]. It was Seeman’s idea
to use the information-processing capabilities of DNA to
program short strands of DNA to assemble themselves into
specified structures and devices. Winfree showed that self-
assembly is Turing universal, i.e., that any computation
can be simulated by self-assembly. This implies that self-
assembly can be algorithmically directed, whence extremely
complex shapes and behaviors can be realized by self-
assembly. Doty et al. have recently shown that self-assembly
is universal in an even stronger, intrinsically geometric sense
[4]. Rothemund introduced DNA origami, a very general
method for using short DNA “staples” to cause a long,
single-strand DNA “scaffold” (usually the genome of one
specific bacteriophage) to fold itself into a desired shape. It
is, to date, the most flexible and impressive means of control-
ling matter at the nanoscale. The prospect of programming
molecular devices (e.g., circuits and robots) with dynamic
behaviors using DNA strand displacement was raised by
work by Yurke et al. [5].
Programmable DNA nanotechnology is a rapidly emerg-
ing field. It is highly interdisciplinary, bringing together
computer science, molecular biology, biochemistry, and ma-
terials science and engineering. While many applications are
envisioned, most research is still basic, demonstrating vari-
ous ways of controlling matter at molecular scales. However,
DNA nanotechnology experiments are already so complex
that their initial design requires significant use of computer
software such as the DSD programming language [6] or caD-
NAno software [7]. The probabilistic model checker PRISM
[8] has been used to verify properties of nanomachines but,
to the best of our knowledge, requirements engineering has
not been used previously in this domain. It is our contention
that the systematic study of requirements and verification
for programmable, self-assemblying nanomachines needs to
start now, so that a requirements engineering framework
is in place well before the envisioned, future deployment
of safety-critical applications [9] (e.g., RNA nanomachines
embedded in human cells [10], [11]).
Figure 1. Atomic Force Microscope images of DNA origami pliers: (a) at initiation, DNA pliers are open in the cross form, (b) upon adding SA molecules
to the solution, DNA pliers close to the parallel form, capturing the SA molecules in the pliers’ jaws; (c)at reset via addition of unset strands DNA pliers
re-open, releasing SA molecules. Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: ref. [12], copyright 2011.
The contribution of this paper is to suggest a discipline
by which requirements engineering and formal verifica-
tion can be performed on programmable, self-assemblying
nanomachines. We restrict ourselves here to discussing this
in the context of an important, recent development of one
such nanomachine, DNA origami pliers [12]. We investigate
(1) what it means to specify and validate requirements on
programmable DNA self-assemblies and (2) how we can
verify formally that a self-assembly satisfies its require-
ments. While we do not expect an off-the-shelf framework
to suffice in this domain, we take as our starting point the
identification, evaluation, specification and verification of
requirements for DNA origami pliers as a self-assembling,
programmable nanomachine, using van Lamsweerde’s goal-
oriented requirements engineering [13] and the model check-
ing of the derived requirements using PRISM. We describe
below our use, results and adjustments of the existing
methods to better fit this new domain.
II. REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING
The requirements identification and domain understand-
ing for this initial work were largely artifact-driven, based on
reverse engineering requirements for the nanomachines from
papers describing experimental results. Some of us are do-
main experts, who also served as stand-ins for stakeholders.
We gained additional insights into the domain by visits to the
wet laboratory. In identifying and refining the requirements,
our primary concern was accuracy. The creation of a goal
graph and operational model matured the requirements, led
to many revisions of domain properties and assumptions,
and surfaced additional subgoals. It also provided a way to
structure the variety of unfamiliar information that we had.
The requirements evaluation found inconsistencies in the
vocabulary used due to the interdisciplinary nature of DNA
nanotechnology and lab-specific dialects. The evaluation
also showed that the functional requirements for the pliers
nanomachine were probabilistic. The requirements speci-
fication constructed iterative versions of the goal graphs
that were increasingly precise and accurate. The plan to
formally verify the requirements led to a better informal
representation, as well. We simultaneously built a formal
state machine model in PRISM, and formalized a set of key
requirements in it. Requirements validation and verification
by simulation and model checking helped assure that these
requirements were satisfied in the model, as described below.
The nanomachines to be built are complex, asynchronous,
probabilistic, and resource constrained. They have both
functional and nonfunctional requirements. Functional re-
quirements state what the self-assembly shall do. The most
important functional requirements are geometric (specifying
the shape or structure that the assembly shall achieve) or
behavioral (specifying what the assembled shape shall do).
DNA origami pliers. We consider a DNA origami struc-
ture that can detect the presence of a target molecule in a
solution [12]. The pliers are a nanomachine because they
open and close autonomously (i.e., change their shape)
depending upon the presence or absence of a target molecule
(in this case, SA-streptavidin tetramer) in their environment.
They thus can serve as monitors to “diagnose” whether SA is
present. A future such application might be to detect harmful
molecules within human cells. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the
DNA origami structure is programmed to assemble in the
shape of “pliers” in the open position. (Each yellow cross
pointed to by an arrow is an open pliers.) The pliers are
programmed such that, once assembled, they will capture a
particular molecule of interest by closing that molecule in
their jaws, Fig. 1(b). They should then release the molecule
when “unset strands” of DNA are added to the solution.
Observation through an atomic force microscope (AFM) of
the pliers shows whether the molecule of interest is present
in the solution.
There is a key difference between goal modeling for this
domain and for others in that we need to distinguish the
goals for the entire system from the goals for the individual
pliers. The high-level goal is to detect the target molecule.
The assigned agents to achieve this are the pliers. There are
thus a huge number of agents, roughly on the order of a
nanomole (6 ⇥ 1014) of them. Each of these agents has a
significant probability of failing to achieve its goal.
The desired behavior for the system is achieved if a
sufficient number of the agents achieve their assigned, nearly
identical subgoals. We thus found it useful to augment the
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Figure 2. Goal graph
AND/OR goal diagrams to allow goal refinements that are
mediated by threshold functions, rather than ANDs or ORs.
(While a threshold function can logically be realized as an
OR of ANDs, this is exponentially larger and unintuitive.)
We thus add a new kind of node, the THRESHOLD node,
with an associated threshold ratio, TR. The meaning here
is that the goal is achieved if the number of subgoals that
are achieved exceeds the fraction TR of the total number
of subgoals of the THRESHOLD node. Note that threshold
nodes are not probabilistic goals [14]. They depend not on
the probability that something might happen, but on the
multiplicity of times that it does happen.
The goal graph, shown in Fig. 2, has the top-level goal,
Achieve[Detected Whether SA Is Present]. This goal is
refined in the diagram into subgoals Achieve[Many Sig-
nals Produced iff (if and only if) SA Is Present] and
Achieve[Large Number of Signals Observed]. The latter
subgoal is assigned to a human agent, the AFM operator,
who images a sample of the solution and manually counts
the state of the pliers. The former subgoal is achieved
provided that a sufficient number of individual pliers each
produce a signal if and only if SA is present. The signal is
the change to the closed shape.
There is no cooperative or swarm behavior here, nor do
the sensors form a network. However, the requirements for
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Figure 3. PRISM state model
pliers to capture a SA molecule are very similar, but not
identical to, the requirements for capturing other molecules.
It is likely that such highly similar self-assemblies may be
usefully considered as a product line [15].
It is also worth mention that the process of constructing
the goal graph alerted us to a failure mode that we had not
considered, namely, that SA molecules might bind to both
jaws of a pliers before they can close. PRISM verification
indicates that this can happen often enough to prevent
detection if the concentration of SA is sufficiently high.
III. VERIFICATION
We created a continuous-time Markov chain model in
PRISM of the reactions described in [12] that model the
detection of target molecules. We then specified properties
that define correct operation and used PRISM to verify that
these properties are satisfied. We used a Markov chain,
shown in Fig 3, and the PRISM software tool to model the
behavior of a large number of pliers existing in solution
with SA molecules or unset strands. The state of the model
depended on the state of the individual pliers in the system.
Each pliers had three primary states: open, closed, and anti-
parallel. Pliers in open form could loosely capture an SA
molecule in the left or the right side of its jaw and fully
capture it by closing while it is caught. With unset strands in
the system, it was possible for them to displace the gripping
surface on one or both of the jaws of the pliers. The number
of gripping surfaces present contributed to the state of the
system and increased the complexity of the Markov chain.
Three of the requirements derived above were written as
properties within PRISM in order to verify their correctness:
Figure 4. Error Graph
(1) ensuring capture when the target molecule, SA, is
present, (2) avoiding false positives when the target molecule
is not present, and (3) avoiding pliers in error states (such
as one SA in each side of its jaw). These properties were
implemented in PRISM’s property specification language
and verified using PRISM’s implementation of the Gauss-
Seidel method for solving linear systems of equations.
We also found that as the concentration of SA is increased,
the expected value of total captures decreases. This is
illustrated in Fig 4. In this graph, the y-axis shows the ratio
of the number of pliers in a certain state and the x-axis
shows the number of SA molecules that are in the system.
The blue series represents the expected number of pliers
with successful captures, and the green series represents the
expected number of pliers resulting in an error state.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have seen that adding threshold-mediated goal re-
finement to van Lamsweerde’s goal models enables re-
quirements engineering to be used—for the first time to
the best of our knowledge—in the emerging field of DNA
nanotechnology. We have illustrated this approach by ap-
plying it to the DNA origami pliers molecular detection
system, thereby obtaining requirements that we have verified
using the Prism probabilistic symbolic model checker. We
believe that this work provides prima facie evidence that
software engineering methods can be used to make DNA
nanotechnology more productive (e.g., by improved and
more automated design of wet-lab experiments), predictable
(e.g., by improved methods for reasoning about the behav-
iors of self-assembling, programmable systems operating in
kinetic molecular environments), and safe (e.g., by analyzing
the embedded systems obtained when programmable nan-
odevices are deployed in living cells). Only a great deal of
research by many investigators will turn this prima facie case
into a clear scientific demonstration.
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